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The local field potential (LFP) reflects activity of
many neurons in the vicinity of the recording elec-
trode and is therefore useful for studying local
network dynamics. Much of the nature of the LFP
is, however, still unknown. There are, for instance,
contradicting reports on the spatial extent of the
region generating the LFP. Here, we use a detailed
biophysical modeling approach to investigate the
size of the contributing region by simulating the
LFP from a large number of neurons around the elec-
trode. We find that the size of the generating region
depends on the neuron morphology, the synapse
distribution, and the correlation in synaptic activity.
For uncorrelated activity, the LFP represents cells
in a small region (within a radius of a few hundred
micrometers). If the LFP contributions from different
cells are correlated, the size of the generating region
is determined by the spatial extent of the correlated
activity.INTRODUCTION
The local field potential (LFP) usually refers to the low-frequency
part ( 500 Hz) of an extracellular voltage signal recorded inside
the brain. It is among the oldest experimental measures of neural
activity and has been widely used to investigate network mech-
anisms involved in sensory processing (Mitzdorf, 1985; Di et al.,
1990; Kandel and Buzsa´ki, 1997; Schroeder et al., 1998; Henrie
and Shapley, 2005; Belitski et al., 2008; Montemurro et al., 2008;
Szymanski et al., 2009), motor planning (Scherberger et al.,
2005; Roux et al., 2006), and higher cognitive processes in-
cluding attention, memory, and perception (Pesaran et al.,
2002; Kreiman et al., 2006; Liu andNewsome, 2006;Womelsdorfet al., 2006; Montgomery and Buzsa´ki, 2007; Colgin et al., 2009).
In combination with multiunit activity (MUA), the high-frequency
(T 500 Hz) part of the extracellular voltage, it has been found
useful for inferring key properties of network dynamics (Denker
et al., 2010, 2011; Kelly et al., 2010) and population-specific
laminar activity (Einevoll et al., 2007). In addition, the LFP has
been suggested as a candidate signal for steering motor pros-
thetic devices (Mehring et al., 2003; Andersen et al., 2004; Rick-
ert et al., 2005) as it is relatively easy to record and more stable
than single-unit activity.
Despite its wide use, there is still limited knowledge about
the relation between the LFP and the underlying neural activity.
The LFP is believed to primarily reflect synaptic activity in a neural
ensemble in the vicinity of the recording electrode (Mitzdorf,
1985; Nunez, 2006) and to represent a weighted sum of all trans-
membrane currents following synaptic activation. The details of
the extracellular field generated by a single synaptic current
depend on the cell morphology as well as the spatial positions
of the synapse and recording electrode (Linde´n et al., 2010).
The LFP most likely reflects the activity of several populations
of different cell types, but due to their so-called ‘‘open-field’’
arrangement dendritic synapses on pyramidal cells have been
hypothesized to be amajor contributor to the LFP signal (Lorente
deNo, 1947; Rall, 1962;Mitzdorf, 1985; Johnston andWu, 1995).
The interpretation of the LFP is further complicated by the fact
that, in contrast to the MUA which represents the spiking output
of a local population, the LFP reflects input to the population
which might originate both from local recurrent connections as
well as other more distant brain regions.
The duration of spikes, the extracellular signatures of neuronal
action potentials, is so short that a recorded MUA often can be
sorted into nonoverlapping contributions from individual
neurons surrounding the electrode contact (Buzsa´ki, 2004). In
this context, one may thus ask: how many neurons can an elec-
trode record from? Since the individual neuronal contributions
to the LFP are largely overlapping in time, this question is not
suitable in the context of LFP. Instead, one may ask how large
the cortical region is that generates the LFP. Several recentNeuron 72, 859–872, December 8, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 859
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Figure 1. Generation of Population LFP
(A) Sketch of the model setup. Cells are homoge-
neously distributed on a disc of radius R with the
tip of the electrode in the center. The sum of LFP
contributions fi(t) of individual cells at distances ri
results in a population LFP f(t). The dependence of
its amplitude s(R) on the population radius R (see
panel D) defines the electrode reach (see text).
(B) Illustration of dependence of the single-cell LFP
amplitude f(r) (shape function) on cell-electrode
distance r for hypothetical current monopole (red)
and current dipole sources (blue).
(C) Illustration of number N(r) of cells on a ring of
radius r.
(D) Illustration of dependence of compound
amplitude s(R) on population radius R for pop-
ulations of uncorrelated (cf = 0; solid curves) and
correlated (cf = 1; dashed curves) monopole (red)
and dipole sources (blue).
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How Local Is the Local Field Potential?experimental studies have addressed this question (Kreiman
et al., 2006; Liu and Newsome, 2006; Berens et al., 2008a; Katz-
ner et al., 2009; Xing et al., 2009) but have reported different
results ranging from a few hundred micrometers (Katzner
et al., 2009; Xing et al., 2009) to several millimeters (Kreiman
et al., 2006). How can the results be so different? One possibility
is that the LFP reported in various experiments stems from
different types of neuronal populations or that the electrodes
have been placed differently. Moreover, different stimulation
paradigms have been used, likely resulting in different levels of
correlations between the synaptic currents providing the re-
corded LFP. It has long been suggested that the LFP is domi-
nated by synchronously driven dendritic input on pyramidal cells
(Mitzdorf, 1985), but it has until now been unclear how the
amount and spatial extent of correlations in synaptic activity
influence the LFP.
In the present study, we investigate various key factors deter-
mining the size of the region an LFP electrode can ‘‘see,’’ in
particular, the neuronal morphology, synaptic distribution, level
of correlation in synaptic activity, and the position of the
recording electrode. We use a biophysical forward-modeling
approach to address these questions (Holt and Koch, 1999;
Pettersen et al., 2008; Pettersen and Einevoll, 2008; Linde´n
et al., 2010) and simulate the LFP signal from synaptically acti-
vated populations of morphologically reconstructed cortical
cells. The LFP amplitude generally increases with increasing
radius of the model population, but typically it flattens out
beyond a certain radius, here termed the spatial reach. For
uncorrelated synaptic activity, we find this spatial reach to be
only a few hundred micrometers, implying that the recorded
LFP is generated by a small population of neurons surrounding
the electrode. This result is in line with findings in recent exper-
imental studies (Katzner et al., 2009; Xing et al., 2009). How-
ever, for particular synaptic distributions onto pyramidal cells,
we find the reach of the LFP to be much larger and depend
strongly on the level and spatial scale of correlations in the
synaptic input, putatively explaining the disparate results re-860 Neuron 72, 859–872, December 8, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.ported in other experimental studies (Kreiman et al., 2006; Liu
and Newsome, 2006; Berens et al., 2008a; Katzner et al.,
2009; Xing et al., 2009). Our simulation findings are supported
by analytical results using a simplified, yet as it turned out,
accurate model of LFP generation. This model encapsulates
the dependence of the population LFP on the spatial decay of
single-neuron LFP contributions and correlation of synaptic
input.RESULTS
The spatial reach of the local field potential is investigated by
studying how the amplitudes of ameasured compound potential
fðtÞ depends on the size of cylindrical populations of synaptically
activated neurons surrounding the electrode (see Experimental
Procedures and Figure 1A). We define the LFP amplitude s as
the standard deviation of the compound LFP signal fðtÞ across
time. With increasing population radius R, more and more cells
contribute to the compound signal fðtÞ. The amplitude sðRÞ is
thus expected to increasewithR. On theother hand, the contribu-
tion to the potential from a single neuron decreases with its
distance r from the electrode (Linde´n et al., 2010). Intuitively,
onemight thereforeexpect thatsðRÞapproachesaconstant value
s as thepopulationsizeR increases. If so, it isnatural todefine the
reachR of theelectrodeas the population size atwhich the signal
amplitude captures a certain fraction a of this limit value s. In the
present article, we set a to 95 %. It is, however, a priori not clear
that sðRÞ converges, i.e., that a finite limit value s and thus a finite
reach R indeed exist. Below we will therefore first consider
a simplified model to demonstrate which factors shape the
dependence of the LFP amplitude sðRÞ on the population size R
and to illustrate under which conditions the spatial reach is finite.
Next, we investigate these factors in detail by means of compre-
hensive numerical simulations of the LFP generated by cortical
populations consisting of thousands of neurons with realistic
dendritic morphologies.
Table 1
cf =0 cfs0
g%1 diverging diverging
1<g%2 converging diverging
g>2 converging converging
Convergence behavior of the compound amplitude limR/NsðRÞ for
a power-law shape function fðrÞ  1=rg showing dependence on decay
exponent g and correlation cf.
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How Local Is the Local Field Potential?Existence of a Finite Spatial Reach of LFP
This idea suggests that the amplitude s generated by a popula-
tion of neuronal sources surrounding the electrode is essentially
controlled by three factors:
d The attenuation f(r) of the contribution to the LFP signal
from a single neuron with increasing distance r (Figure 1B),
d The number density N(r) of neuronal sources positioned on
a ring of radius r around the electrode (Figure 1C), and
d The correlation cf between the signals generated by the
individual neuronal sources.
The distance-dependent attenuation f(r) of the extracellular
potential around a neuron is determined by the distribution of
the underlying transmembrane current density (Pettersen and
Einevoll, 2008; Linde´n et al., 2010). The potential generated by
a pure current dipole source, for example, typically decreases
in amplitude as 1/r2 with distance r (blue curve in Figure 1B).
A hypothetical point source, in contrast, would generate a poten-
tial which decays in amplitude as 1/r (red curve in Figure 1B).
Assuming a constant area density of neuronal sources, the
decrease in amplitude is to some extent compensated by the
increase in the number of neurons with increasing distance
from the electrode. In this article, we consider populations of
neurons symmetrically distributed around the electrode on a
2D plane with a constant density r. The number NðrÞDr =
2prrDr of neurons on a narrow ring of radius r and width Dr will
then grow linearly with the population radius (Figure 1C).
If the single-cell contributions to the LFP are uncorrelated,
the variances of the signals generated by the individual cells
positioned on a narrow ring of radius r will sum up, so that the
amplitude s of the compound signal will be proportional toﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
NðrÞp fðrÞ. This number decreases with distance both for mono-
pole ð ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃNðrÞp fðrÞ  1=r1=2Þ and dipole sources ð ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃNðrÞp fðrÞ 
1=r3=2Þ. For a population of dipoles, integration of all rings up
to a radius R results in a compound amplitude sðRÞ which
converges with increasing population size R toward a constant
value s (solid blue curve in Figure 1D). For a population ofmono-
poles, however, sðRÞ will grow unbounded (solid red curve in
Figure 1D). If the single-cell contributions to the LFP potential
are perfectly correlated, on the other hand, the total variance
s2r for neurons on a ring of radius r will be proportional to
½NðrÞfðrÞ2 (see Experimental Procedures). In this case, both
the monopole and the dipole population exhibit diverging
compound amplitudes sðRÞ with increasing population radius
(dashed curves in Figure 1D).
In Experimental Procedures, we derive a simplified model to
describe sðRÞ and its dependence on the shape of fðrÞ and thecorrelation cf between single-neuron LFP contributions. In this
framework, the potential fiðtÞ= xiðtÞfðriÞ generated by a single
neuron i is assumed to factorize into a purely time-dependent
part xiðtÞ and a purely distance-dependent part fðriÞ. Here, xiðtÞ
reflects the temporal structure of the total synaptic input onto
the neuronal sources, while the shape function fðriÞ describes
the amplitude of the LFP signal as a function of the cell position.
This latter function is determined by the electrical and morpho-
logical properties of the neuron, as well as its position and orien-
tation with respect to the electrode contact. The distance ri
denotes the radial distance of the cell from the electrode. The
compound LFP amplitude sðRÞ from a homogeneous population
of neurons around the electrode tip reads (cf. Experimental
Procedures and Equation 6)
sðRÞ= sx
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð1 cfÞg0ðRÞ+ cfg1ðRÞ
q
: (1)
Here sx is the amplitude (standard deviation) of the synaptic
input current, and the two functions
g0ðRÞ=
ZR
0
dr NðrÞfðrÞ2 and g1ðRÞ=
0
@ZR
0
dr NðrÞfðrÞ
1
A
2
(2)
describe the competition between f(r) and NðrÞ= 2prr for the
uncorrelated and correlated case, respectively (see Equation 7).
To further demonstrate that the convergence of sðRÞ essentially
is determined by f(r) and the correlation cf, we summarize in
Table 1 the results for when the shape function follows a
power-law, fðrÞ  1=rg, (see Experimental Procedures and
Equation 9). In the presence of spatially homogeneous correla-
tions, we observe that sðRÞ approaches a finite value for
increasing R only for decay exponents g>2.Distance Dependence of Single-Cell LFP Contributions
To determine f(r), i.e., how the amplitude of the single-cell LFP
contribution decays with the cell’s distance from the electrode,
we placed reconstructed morphologies of layer 3 (L3) pyra-
midal, layer 4 (L4) stellate, and layer 5 (L5) pyramidal cells
(Mainen and Sejnowski, 1996; Figure 2A) at different radial
distances r from a set of recording positions (one in each
cortical layer) and computed at each distance the mean LFP
amplitude from 100 cells receiving synaptic input (see Experi-
mental Procedures). To mimic a scenario with laminar cortical
populations, all cells of a particular cell type were placed at
the same cortical depth (according to cortical layer), but each
cell’s morphology was randomly rotated along its vertical axis
to introduce heterogeneity in the population. In order to investi-
gate the effect of the spatial distribution of synaptic inputs, we
placed synapses either homogeneously over the whole
dendritic structure or only apically or basally (Figure 2A; see
Experimental Procedures). Each neuron received 1,000 uncor-
related Poissonian spike trains with an individual firing rate of
5 spikes/s.
For all combinations of cell type and recording position, the
amplitude of the LFP contribution from a neuron placed suffi-
ciently far away from the electrode decays as  1/r2 with radial
electrode distance r, with a less steep decay at the center ofNeuron 72, 859–872, December 8, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 861
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Figure 2. Distance Dependence of Ampli-
tude of Single-Neuron LFP Contributions
(A) Illustration of reconstructed cell morphologies
used in simulations, L3 pyramidal cell (red), L4
stellate cell (green), L5 pyramidal cell (blue),
positioned at their assumed population depth.
Electrode positions are shown as black dots. The
neurons were placed at different radial positions r,
and the shape function f(r) describing the ampli-
tude of single cell LFP contributions was calcu-
lated for cells receiving either homogenous (solid
brackets), apical (dashed brackets), or basal
(dotted bracket) synaptic input.
(B) LFP amplitude for the three different cell types,
recorded in the soma layer for each cell type,
normalized to the value for the L3 cell at distance
r = 10 mm.
(C) LFP amplitude for L5 cell recorded in the L5
soma layer for different synapse distributions,
normalized against the value for homogeneous
synaptic input (at r = 10 mm).
(D) LFP amplitude at different recording depths for
L3 cell receiving homogenous inputs, normalized
against the value at r = 10 mm for electrode
placement in L2/3. In (B)–(D) thin dashed lines
indicate decay proportional to r2.
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How Local Is the Local Field Potential?the population (Figures 2B–2D). The distance where the transi-
tion to 1/r2-decay occurred varied with recording depth (Fig-
ure 2D) as well as with the distribution of synapses over the
dendrites (Figure 2C). The differences in this ‘‘transition
distance’’ between the L3, L4, and L5 neurons are, however,
small for the LFPs recorded in the respective soma layers (Fig-
ure 2B). The large variation of the LFP with recording position,
illustrated for the L3 cell in Figure 2D, can largely be attributed
to the geometrical effect that even for small radial distances,
the distance between the neuron and the depth-shifted elec-
trode may be sizable. As we will see, this has important conse-
quences for the LFP reach when recording from a laminar posi-
tion above or below the soma layer of the active cortical
population.
Dependence of LFP Reach on Cell Morphology,
Synapse Distribution, and Electrode Depth
We next investigated how the spatial reach of the compound
population LFP depends on neuronal morphologies and spatial
synapse distribution. To this end, we simulated laminar popula-
tions consisting of 10,000 reconstructed cells placed in a cylin-
drical volume with a 1 mm radius (Figure 1A; see Experimental
Procedures). All cells in a population were positioned at the
same cortical depth, corresponding to the depth depicted for
single neurons in Figure 2A (see Experimental Procedures),
but each cell was randomly rotated around its vertical axis. We862 Neuron 72, 859–872, December 8, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.first used uncorrelated spike trains as
input and computed the amplitude sðRÞ
of the LFP generated by cells positioned
within a population radius R centered
around a vertical recording electrode.
Increasing the radius of the populationquickly increased the LFP amplitude up to a constant value that
did not changewhen the population radius was further increased
(Figure 3A). We defined the ‘spatial reach’ of the LFP as the pop-
ulation radius where the LFP amplitude had reached 95% of the
maximum value found in our simulations, i.e., for R = Rmax =
1,000 mm (Figure 3A2). For the case with synapses homoge-
neously distributed over the dendrites, plotting of the LFP reach
as a function of depth position of the electrode revealed that
the reach was always smallest in the soma layer of the activated
population (Figure 3C). For all three neuronal populations, 95%of
the amplitude of the signal recorded in the soma layer came from
neurons within a radius smaller than 200 mm (Figure 3D). By plot-
ting the LFP amplitude as a function of cortical depth, we further
found the largest LFP amplitudes at the soma level (Figure 3E).
We therefore conclude that when the synaptic activity is uncorre-
lated, the LFP is rather local, both in terms of horizontal reach and
amplitude variation in the vertical direction.
Changing the synaptic distributions to either only apical or only
basal dendrites for the pyramidal cells gave a different depth
dependence for both the reach and the amplitude of the LFP
for the L5 population, whereas the results for the L3 population
were largely unaffected (Figures 3D and 3E). For the apically acti-
vated L5 population both the LFP amplitude and the spatial
reach are similar for the electrode contacts positioned in L2/3
and the L5 soma layer (Figures 3D3–3E3). This demonstrates
that these qualitative features of the LFP are determined both
A1
B1
B2
B3
A2
C1 D1 E1
C2 D2 E2
C3 D3 E3
Figure 3. Depth Dependence of Population
LFP for Uncorrelated Synaptic Activity
(A1) LFP amplitude s as a function of population
radius R for a population of L3 cells receiving
uncorrelated input. LFP was recorded at the soma
level of L2/3. (A2) Normalized LFP amplitudes for
situation in (A1). LFP reach R* is defined as the
radius for which the LFP amplitude reaches 95 %
of the value for Rmax = 1,000 mm.
(B) Cell morphologies and their vertical placement
according to cortical layers.
(C) LFP amplitude s (gray scale: predictions from
simplified model) and LFP reach (circles: simula-
tions, white lines: simplified model) for uncorre-
lated homogenous synaptic input as a function of
electrode depth z.
(D) LFP reach R* for different synaptic distribu-
tions.
(E) LFP amplitude s(Rmax) for different synaptic
distributions (symbols: simulation results, lines:
simplified model).
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How Local Is the Local Field Potential?by the spatial distributions of the synaptic inputs and the
neuronal morphology, in particular the depth profile of the total
dendritic area (Linde´n et al., 2010).
We next compared the numerical simulations with predictions
of the simplified model: by using the detailed single-cell decay
functions f(r) obtained above (Figure 2), we numerically inte-
grated the simplified model (Equation 1). As seen in Figure 3,
the predictions of the simplified model agree excellently with
the results of the comprehensive numerical simulations, sug-
gesting that our simplified model indeed captures the salient
features of LFP generation from neuronal populations.Neuron 72, 859–872,Dependence on Correlations
in Synaptic Activity
How do these results change when the
synaptic inputs to different cells in the
population are correlated? We used
the same simulation setup as above with
the difference that spike trains to different
cells were drawn from a finite pool of
presynaptic spike trains (Figure 4A). This
induced a mean correlation cx between
the synaptic input currents to different
cells due to common input. By varying
the size of the pool of presynaptic spike
trains npool we could vary the input corre-
lation cx (see Experimental Procedures).
As predicted by the simplified model
(Equation 1), inducing correlations be-
tween single cell LFP contributions
changed the total LFP amplitude in three
respects: (1) the LFP amplitude s be-
comes considerably higher (Figures 4C1–
4C3 and 4F1), (2) the reach R* of the LFP
(asbeforedefinedas thepopulation radius
where the amplitude had reached 95% of
the value for R = 1,000 mm) generallyincreases (Figures 4D1–4D3 and 4E1), and (3) the LFP amplitude
s no longer appears to converge to a fixed value with increasing
population radius. Population simulations for different cell types
(L3 pyramidal, L4 stellate, and L5 pyramidal cells) and synaptic
distributions (apical, homogeneous or basal) (Figure 4B) revealed
that the extent towhich correlations had an effect on the total LFP
amplitude was highly dependent on cell type and spatial distribu-
tion of synapses on the dendritic structure. The effects were
largest for the L5 pyramidal cell population whereas the LFP
amplitude from L4 stellate cell population was largely unaffected
(Figures 4E1 and 4F1). It also depended on the spatial distributionDecember 8, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 863
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Figure 4. Reach of LFP Depends on Level of Input Correlations
(A) Illustration of simulation setup.
(B–D) LFP amplitude s as a function of population radiusR (C) and LFP reachR* (D) for population of L5 pyramidal cells receiving synaptic input at apical dendrites
(B1), homogeneously distributed (B2) or at basal dendrites (B3) for LFP recorded at the soma level of the population. Reach R* was defined as the radius Rwhere
the amplitude s has reached 95% of the value s(Rmax = 1,000 mm).
(E and F) LFP reachR* and LFP amplitude s(Rmax = 1,000) mm) for different cell types and input scenarios, either as a function of input correlation cx (E1 and F1) or
resulting mean pairwise correlation between single cell LFP contributions cf (E2 and F2).
(G) Relation between synaptic input correlation cx and LFP correlation cf. In (E)–(F) lines represent results from the simplified model using numerically derived
shape functions f(r) and numerical values of correlation transfer (from cx to cf) and symbols represent simulation results. In (G), the lines are interpolation of the
simulation results.
Neuron
How Local Is the Local Field Potential?of synapses: there were pronounced effects for either apical or
basal input, but only a modest effect for homogeneous synaptic
distributions (Figures 4E1 and 4F1).
To explore these differences further we computed the mean
pairwise correlation cf (see Experimental Procedures and
Supplemental Equation18) between single-cell LFPcontributions
as a function of input correlation cx for the different cell types and
input scenarios (Figure 4G). This provided an explanation for why
the effect of correlations was found to be so different for the
different cell types and synaptic distributions: for example, LFP
contributions are more correlated for L5 pyramidal cells than the
other cell types, and apical input gives higher correlations than
basal or homogenous input. Thus, the extent towhich input corre-
lations haveaneffect on the reachof LFPdependsonhow reliably
input correlations cx are translated to correlations between LFP
contributions cf. Replotting the LFP reach and amplitude as
function of the LFP correlations further supported this interpreta-
tion as all simulation results then collapsed onto the same curve864 Neuron 72, 859–872, December 8, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.(Figures 4E2 and 4F2). This clearly demonstrates the importance
of the level of correlation between individual LFP contributions in
determining both the reach and amplitude of the LFP.
The results depicted in Figure 4 demonstrate the key role
played by synaptic correlations in determining the LFP ampli-
tude. From the analytical formulas in Equations 1 and 2, we
further see that the contribution from correlated neuronal sour-
ces scales differently with the density of sources ðg1ðRÞ  r2Þ
than for uncorrelated sources ðg0ðRÞ  rÞ. Thus the correlated
contributions to the LFP will generally dominate the uncorrelated
contributions when the correlation coefficient cf and/or the
source density r are large. This is illustrated for particular exam-
ples in Figure S1, available online.
Spatial Scale of Correlations
Until now, we have implicitly assumed that the synaptic input to
different neurons are equally correlated throughout the whole
population. How will the results change if the level of correlation
AB
D E
C
Figure 5. Reach of LFP Depends on Spatial Range
of Input Correlations
(A) Illustration of test situation where synaptic inputs to
neurons within a radius Rc are uniformly correlated with
correlation coefficients cx, while inputs to neurons outside
this region are uncorrelated.
(B) LFP amplitude s for population of L5 cells with
synapses distributed on basal dendrites for different
values ofRc = [0,300,700,1000] mm (as indicated in A) while
total population radius R is 1,000 mm. Input correlation
cx is 0.1.
(C) Same as in (B) but normalized to amplitude s(Rmax =
1,000 mm). Reach R* is defined as the radius R where
the amplitude s reaches 95% of the maximum value
s(Rmax = 1,000 mm) (blue triangles).
(D) LFP reach for different values of cx for population of L5
cells with basal activation. Note that the deviation from
a straight line for the curve for cx = 0 is due to numerical
variability in the simulation.
(E) LFP reach for different synaptic distributions when
cx = 0.1 In (C) and (D), gray lines correspond to R* = Rc.
Neuron
How Local Is the Local Field Potential?between LFP contributions is dependent on the radial distance
to the electrode? We studied a simple case where LFP contribu-
tions were assumed to be homogeneously correlated only within
a certain radius Rc<R (Figure 5A); outside this region the correla-
tion was set to zero. Figure 5B shows the LFP amplitude for a
population of basally activated L5 pyramidal neurons for
different values of Rc where the input correlation cx in the corre-
lated region was set to 0.1. For the chosen set of example values
for Rc, the LFP amplitude increases up to the radius Rc and then
quickly converges to a fixed value (Figure 5B). This gives values
of the LFP reach close to the values of Rc (Figure 5C). Thus,
neurons outside the region of correlated activity contribute mini-
mally to the LFP amplitude. Both the LFP amplitude and the
reach are thus largely determined by the spatial scale of the
correlated activity. The LFP reach increases in a linear fashion
with increasing size Rc of the correlated part of the population,
with a slope that depends on the level of input correlation (Fig-
ure 5D). Results also vary with the spatial synaptic distribution:
as before the observed effects of correlations are large for apical
and basal activation, while almost negligible for homogeneous
synaptic activation of the L5 population (Figure 5E).Neuron 72, 859In Vivo-like Input from a Cortical
Network Model
The above investigations have focused on
generic features of LFP generation, and only
the situation with a single type of synaptic input
onto neuronal populations has been studied.
Cortical populations in vivo receive a variety of
inputs, however. These can be either local
inputs from the various cell types within the local
cortical network or long-range inputs from other
brain regions. The synaptic inputs to a single
neuron are both excitatory and inhibitory, and
different subgroups of synapses may target
different dendritic regions. Furthermore, spike
trains from different neurons are potentiallycorrelated, providing additional input correlation to that from
shared input. To investigate how our generic findings translate
to more realistic settings, we embedded the single-cell recon-
structions in an in vivo-like environment to test if the range of
input correlations cx used so far were realistic, and if the results
would pertain in situations where populations received a combi-
nation of excitatory, inhibitory and external (long-range) inputs.
We simulated populations of reconstructed cells receiving
spike trains generated by a laminar network of integrate-and-
fire neurons representing a local cortical microcircuit (Potjans
and Diesmann, 2011;Wagatsuma et al., 2011). The network con-
sisted of 80,000 neurons distributed across four layers, each
with one excitatory and one inhibitory population. The choice
of neuron numbers in each population was based on anatomical
data from cat visual cortex (Binzegger et al., 2004). The size of
the network was sufficiently large to incorporate the majority of
local synapses impinging on a cortical cell (Braitenberg and
Schu¨z, 1998; Binzegger et al., 2004). Most notably, the data-
based connectivity structure of the network (see Supplemental
Information) resulted in cell-type-specific firing rates consistent
with in vivo data from rat cortex (e.g., de Kock and Sakmann,–872, December 8, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 865
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Figure 6. Input from Cortical-Network Model
LFP from population simulations where input spike trains
were generated by a laminar cortical network model of
integrate-and-fire neurons.
(A) Cell types of populations of L3 (A1), L4 (A2), and L5 (A3)
cells.
(B and C) Reach R* and amplitude s(Rmax = 1,000 mm) of
LFP as a function of electrode depth z for the LFP gener-
ated individually by the three neuronal populations.
(D) Resulting correlation between single-cell LFP contri-
butions cf and input correlations cx for the three different
neuronal populations (indicated by color). Different
dots represent recording positions in the different cortical
layers.
(E) LFP reach computed in the soma layer for different
spatial ranges of input correlation Rc (as in Figure 5) for the
three different cell populations (indicated by color).
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How Local Is the Local Field Potential?2009; Sakata and Harris, 2009); corresponding data from cat
cortex is to our knowledge not available). In addition, we gener-
ated uncorrelated Poissonian spike trains representing back-
ground activity from distant cortical areas. The populations of
morphologically reconstructed neurons received a selection of
input spike trains from the laminar network and background
activity based on the morphology and connectivity of each cell
type. In this way each cell in the populations of reconstructed
cells had on average the same number of incoming synapses
as a cell in the laminar network resulting in the same mean
synaptic input (see Supplemental Information). Synapses were
distributed differently across the dendritic tree of the recon-
structed cells depending on the origin of the presynaptic cell
type (see Supplemental Information). This setup produced input
correlations cx and correlations between single cell LFP contri-
butions cf, that were specific for each population.
The resulting input correlations cx between total input currents
and LFP correlation cf are comparable to our previous simula-
tions (Figure 6D, compare with Figure 4G). The L5 population866 Neuron 72, 859–872, December 8, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.produced larger LFP correlations cf than the
L3 and L4 populations even though the input
correlation cx was lower, in line with the above
results (Figure 4G).Wecomputed the LFP ampli-
tude for three different populations (of the same
types as before, Figure 6B) for different cortical
depths. Similar to the generic scenarios for the
case of uncorrelated synaptic inputs (Figure 3),
both the reach and amplitude vary with cortical
depth with a minimum reach R*, and maximum
amplitude s in the soma layer of each popula-
tion. Further, the level of input correlations
provided by the spontaneous spiking activity of
the laminar cortical network was sufficient to
increase both the reach and amplitude of the
LFP for the L3 and L5 populations as compared
to the situationwhere the LFP contributions from
different cells would have been uncorrelated
(Figures 6B and 6C, dashed lines; by setting
Rc = 0; see Experimental Procedures and Equa-tion 12). The reach of the LFP from the L4 population was similar
to the situation with uncorrelated synaptic input.
In Figure 6B, we assumed that each neuron draws its inputs
from the same (statistical) ensemble of presynaptic spike trains,
resulting in the same input correlation in the whole population.
We next calculated the LFP reach in the soma layer for the three
different populations assuming that only LFP contributions from
cells within a radius Rc were correlated and contributions from
cells outside this region were uncorrelated (see Experimental
Procedures and Equation 12). Also here we found that for the
pyramidal cell populations the LFP reach was largely determined
by the spatial scale of correlated activity while the LFP reach for
the L4 population was largely unaffected by the spatial scale of
correlations (Figure 6E).
DISCUSSION
We have investigated a biophysically detailed model of LFP
generation and provided an intuitive simplified model to interpret
A B
C
Figure 7. Amplitude of the LFP Generated by a
Distant L5 Pyramidal Cell Population of Radius R
Dependence of the soma layer LFP amplitude s on the
relative horizontal distance X/R between the electrode and
the population center for (A) different input correlations cx
(R = 1,000 mm, apical input), (B) different population sizesR
(cx = 0.1, apical input), and (C) different synaptic-input
distributions (R = 1,000 mm, cx = 0.1; see legends and
panel titles). Curves and symbols correspond to results
obtained from the simplified model (using numerically
extracted shape functions f(r); see Simplified Model of
Population LFP Signals) and simulations of the full model
(see LFP Simulations), respectively. Dashed vertical lines
mark situation with electrode on population edge (X/R = 1).
For comparison, horizontal dotted lines show soma layer
LFP amplitude s generated by a local population of L5
pyramidal cells receiving uncorrelated homogeneously
distributed synaptic input (X = 0, R = 1,000 mm, cx = 0;
cf. solid curve in Figure 3E3).
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a recording electrode always had been uncorrelated, we could
have reported the following simple rule of thumb: almost all of
the LFP signal measured by an electrode comes from neurons
within a lateral distance of about 200 mm. This estimate is in
accordance with recent results by Katzner et al. (2009) and
Xing et al. (2009). The independence of the spatial reach, i.e.,
the size of the region generating the LFP, from the morphology
of the neurons in the population and the spatial distribution of
the synapsesmay be at odds with common thinking on the origin
of the LFP emphasizing the distinction between open-field (pyra-
midal) and closed-field (stellate) neurons (Lorente de No, 1947;
Johnston and Wu, 1995), and this highlights the importance of
a thorough quantitative investigation of the origin of LFP.
The situation when the synaptic input to the neuronal popula-
tion is correlated is, however, more in line with common thinking
regarding the dominant contributions from pyramidal neurons,
but only when the input is spatially asymmetric, i.e., solely onto
either the basal or apical dendritic branches. In this case corre-
lated synaptic inputs were found to give correlated neuronal LFP
sources and consequently an amplified LFP signal. With homo-
geneous inputs onto pyramidal neurons, this correlation transfer
is observed to be very weak, resulting in very little such correla-
tion amplification. For the stellate layer 4 neurons with very
symmetric dendritic branching, the LFP contributions from
individual neurons were found to be essentially uncorrelated,
independent of the level of synaptic input correlations. With
spike-train correlations present in the synaptic input, as in our
laminar network example in Figure 6, one might thus expectNeuron 72, 859pyramidal neurons to give larger LFP contribu-
tions than the stellate neurons. Given the
observed strong dependence on input correla-
tions and spatial distribution of the synaptic
inputs, our model study thus suggests several
possible explanations for the significant varia-
tion for the reach of the LFP seen in various
experimental studies (Kreiman et al., 2006; Liu
and Newsome, 2006; Berens et al., 2008a; Katz-ner et al., 2009; Xing et al., 2009). As the level of synaptic input
correlations depends on the state of cortical network, it follows
that the LFP reach in general will not be a static fixed quantity,
even for a particular fixed electrode in a particular experiment.
We also find the population LFP to depend strongly on the
depth position of the recording electrode. With the electrode
placed above or below the dendrites of the generating popula-
tion, as, e.g., for recordings done in L4, L5 or L6 with an active
L3 population depicted in Figure 3, the reach is much larger
than for recordings done in the soma layer (L2/3). However, the
LFP amplitudes recorded in these lower layers are tiny in
comparison. With the electrode placed in a layer with substantial
synaptic inputs onto neurons with their somata located in
a different cortical layer (e.g., recordings in L2/3 with a L5 popu-
lation receiving apical synaptic input), the reach and the ampli-
tude are comparable to what is recorded in the soma layer of
the active population. Thus, in an experimental setting, it seems
natural to conjecture that the LFP recorded by an electrode is
dominated by populations with substantial synaptic processes
in the recording layer. Sizable contributions from populations
with neurons positioned entirely above or below the electrode
cannot be ruled out, however.
In our study, we took on an ‘‘electrode-centric’’ view, i.e., we
used the size of the region of LFP generators as a measure of
the spatial reach. An alternative ‘‘population-centric’’ view would
be to focus on the effective LFP signal spread from a population
and to ask how far outside an active population the LFP signal
extends. Our approach can be easily extended to study this
alternative measure of LFP locality. Figure 7 shows results for–872, December 8, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 867
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neurons when the recording electrode is placed at different posi-
tions X away from the center of the population. Figure 7A
showing results for apical synaptic input for a population radius
of 1 mm highlights the dominant role of synaptic-input correla-
tions for the case of asymmetric input: not only is the LFP ampli-
tude highly amplified compared to the uncorrelated case, the
LFP signal also extends much further outside the population.
For example, in the fully correlated case (cx = 1), the LFP ampli-
tude measured 2 mm outside the population (X/R = 3) is similar
to the LFP measured in the center of the population with uncor-
related input (cx = 0). Figure 7B shows that the decay in relative
terms, i.e., with electrode position X measured in units of the
population radius R, is less sharp for the smaller populations,
simply reflecting that the spatial blurring inherent in the genera-
tion of LFP will be more pronounced in this case. Figure 7C
further demonstrates the crucial role played by the spatial distri-
bution of synaptic inputs in amplifying the LFP signal in the case
of correlated input. For this example with cx = 0:1, the resulting
LFP is much larger both for apical and basal inputs than for
homogeneous inputs. For the homogeneous-input case, we in
fact observe very little effect of the correlations in the synaptic
input as the LFP amplitude inside the population is almost the
same as at the center of the same population in the case of
uncorrelated input (dotted horizontal line in the panels). The
simplified model (lines in Figure 7) generally accounts well for
the observed simulation results (symbols in Figure 7) also
for the off-center electrode, except for a systematic deviation
at the largest electrode distances for apical and basal input:
Here, the simulation results decay faster than predicted by the
simplified model. While this point may have little relevance for
the practical interpretation of LFP signals, it reflects an inter-
esting physical point: whenmoving horizontally away fromapop-
ulation of pyramidal neurons receiving correlated asymmetric
input so that a sizable vertical current dipole is set up, the decay
will go as 1/X3 rather than 1/X2 as predicted by the present
version of the simplified model (Pettersen and Einevoll, 2008).
If warranted, our present simplified model could be extended
to account for this by, e.g., incorporating shape functions f that
depend explicitly on correlations, spatial distributions of
synaptic inputs and/or direction.
Simultaneously recorded LFP signals at different sites have
been found to be highly correlated up to several millimeters apart
with a spatial fall-off that depends on the cortical state (Destexhe
et al., 1999; Nauhaus et al., 2009). How should such cross-corre-
lations between LFP signals recorded by two electrodes posi-
tioned, say, one millimeter apart, be interpreted? Our results
rule out that the two LFP signals are generated by uncorrelated
synaptic activity and that the activity around one electrode
spreads by volume conduction to the other. This would require
the electrodes to be less than half a millimeter apart. A more
likely reason for the observed cross-correlations is that the
neurons located around the two separate electrodes receive
correlated synaptic input. As seen in Figure 7, however, the
signal LFP from populations receiving asymmetric correlated
synaptic inputs may be very strong and extend far outside the
population itself. It therefore cannot be ruled out that the
synaptic input in the vicinity of the electrodes is uncorrelated,868 Neuron 72, 859–872, December 8, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.and that both electrodes pick up LFP signals from such a distant
correlated population.
The neuronal connectivity will affect the LFP in two ways: first
by determining the spike-train statistics in the network and
second by determining how the resulting spike-train statistics,
in our case the spike-train correlations are ‘‘translated’’ into
correlations between the neuronal LFP contributions setting up
the population LFP. Our study has focused solely on the latter
effect as these synaptic input correlations have been imposed
on our models. This makes our result more applicable since
our results then more easily can be adapted to future research
projects with various types of spiking neural networks: calcu-
lated input correlations in new network models can be combined
with the results presented here to give model LFP predictions.
Here, we have not studied different frequency components of
the LFP separately. Instead, by focusing on the amplitude of the
LFP, i.e., the (square root of the) integral of the LFP power spec-
trum (Wiener-Khinchin theorem; see e.g., Papoulis and Pillai,
2002), we have used a frequency-independent measure of the
LFP reach. Due to the intrinsic dendritic filtering of the LFP contri-
butions from individual neurons (Pettersen and Einevoll, 2008;
Linde´n et al., 2010), the spatial LFP reach will, however, likely
depend on frequency. Additional effects can arise if the electrical
conductivity of the extracellular medium itself is frequency
dependent (Be´dard et al., 2004), but such a frequency depen-
dence has been challenged by a recent experimental study of
tissue in monkey motor cortex (Logothetis et al., 2007). Our
modeling approach can in any case be generalized to investigate
each frequency component separately. Such a study will be
important for the interpretation of experimental results of stim-
ulus-evoked LFP which has indicated frequency dependence
both in the tuning properties (Liu and Newsome, 2006; Berens
et al., 2008b) and in the information content (Belitski et al.,
2008) of the LFP. However, the LFP amplitude of each frequency
component will also be proportional to the amplitude of the cor-
responding frequency component of the presynaptic spike
trains, and this will naturally vary with the spiking dynamics of
the network in question.
Our analysis has focused on LFP recorded in a unipolar
fashion with a ground reference positioned far away. The
formalism can equally well be used to model bipolar, i.e., differ-
ential, LFP since it is straightforwardly found by subtraction of
unipolar LFPs. Likewise, the formalism has already been used
to probe the neural origin of the current-source density (CSD)
and test various candidate methods for estimating CSD using
model-based LFP data for which the ground-truth CSD is known
(Pettersen et al., 2006; Le˛ski et al., 2011). Another application of
the present approach would be to address the question of the
neural origin of the electrical potentials recorded outside the
brain, that is, the EEG signal. The present biophysical forward-
modeling formalism is, with some modifications to account for
the electrical dampening by the scull and scalp (Nunez, 2006),
well suited also to address this question. The large distance
between the EEG electrodes and neural sources implies that
the signal will get contributions from a larger collection of neural
populations than the LFP, and the underlying convoluted cortical
surface will also introduce additional geometrical issues which
must be taken into account. While we do not address this
Neuron
How Local Is the Local Field Potential?question here, we can already see from Figure 3 why the spatial
reach of the EEG will be larger than for the LFP. For the layer-1
electrode positioned close to the cortical surface, the reach
is seen in Figures 3D1–3D3 to be much larger than in the
soma layer. For the EEG electrodes this effect will expectedly
be further enhanced making the predicted spatial reach of
EEG even larger. The results in Figure 3 are for uncorrelated
sources, however, and the formation of the EEG signal will also
depend on the level of correlations in the various contributing
populations.
In the present study, we have focused on neurons with passive
dendrites and current-based synaptic inputs, making ourmodels
fully linear. This simplification allowed for the identification of
three key factors determining the population LFP, i.e., the
single-neuron LFP shape function and the correlation between,
and density of, neuronal LFP sources. Likewise, our results
only address the LFP set up by well-organized laminar neuronal
populations as seen, for example, in cortex and hippocampus
and do not necessarily apply to subcortical structures with other
neuron types and geometrical arrangements. However, active
dendritic conductances and other geometrical arrangements
can straightforwardly be included into the simulation formalism,
and we believe this type of biophysically detailed modeling will
become an unavoidable tool in the quantitative interpretation
of the type of data that can be recorded with the new generation
of silicon-based multielectrodes (Buzsa´ki, 2004).
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Here, we outline themain features of a simplifiedmodel which allows us to gain
intuitive understanding of the LFP reach (Simplified Model of Population LFP
Signals), and describe the detailed models and procedures used in the simu-
lations of neurons with realistic morphologies (LFP Simulations).
Simplified Model of Population LFP Signals
Outline of Derivation
A comprehensive derivation can be found in Supplemental Procedures, and
a table over the notation can be found in Table S1.
We consider a population of neurons where a synaptic input current xijðtÞ at
synapse j onto neuron i causes a transmembrane current density imij ðt;~r Þ
which, in turn, gives rise to the following extracellular electrical potential
fijðtÞ measured by an electrode at position~r = 0 (Holt and Koch, 1999; Linde´n
et al., 2010):
fijðtÞ=
1
4pscond
ZN
N
d~r
imij ðt;~r Þ
j~r j : (3)
Here scond is the scalar and homogeneous electrical conductivity.
Under our assumption of linear synapses and dendrites, and ignoring
intrinsic dendritic filtering effects (Linde´n et al., 2010), the LFP contribution
decomposes into a time-dependent part xijðtÞ and a shape factor fij,
fijðtÞ= fijxijðtÞ: (4)
With the further assumption that the synaptic inputs xijðtÞ onto neuron i are
statistically independent of the shape factors fij, one can approximate the
LFP generated by neuron i as
fiðtÞ= xiðtÞfðriÞ; (5)
where xiðtÞ is the total synaptic input, and f(ri) is the single-neuron shape func-
tion of the type illustrated in Figure 2.
The variance of the compound LFP signal in the center of a population of
radius R is then, after some algebra, found to bes2ðRÞ=Et
h
fðtÞ2
i
= s2x ðð1 cxÞg0ðRÞ+ cxg1ðRÞÞ (6)
where
g0ðRÞh2pr
ZR
0
dr r fðrÞ2 and g1ðRÞh4p2r2
 ZR
0
dr r fðrÞ
!2
: (7)
For convenience, we now, without loss of generality, set s2x = 1.
To illustrate how the shape of fðrÞ determines the (existence of a) reach of
a population signal we consider a power-law shape function
fðrÞ=

1 r<e
egrg rRe
(8)
with a decay exponent gR0 and a cutoff distance e. Introducing the cutoff
distance e is necessary to avoid a singularity at r = 0.With Equation 8, the func-
tions g0(R) and g1(R) in Equation 7 read
g0ðRÞ=
8><
>:
2pr

1
2
e2 + e2g ln
R
e

g= 1
2pr
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1
2
e2 +
e2g
2 2g
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g1ðRÞ=
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
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2 g

R2g  e2g2 gs2
: (9)
Consider first the case cx = 0 (uncorrelated input): if g>1, g0 (R) converges
with increasing population size R to a constant value, and the amplitude
sðRÞ of the compound signal thus saturates. For a population of dipoles in
the far-field limit (g=2), the spatial reach can therefore be defined. For g<1,
however, g0(R) and, in turn, the compound amplitude sðRÞ diverge as R
approaches infinity. In this case, a finite spatial reach does not exist according
to our definition of the term. If the input is correlated (cx>0), the second term in
Equation 6 converges only for g>2. Here, even the LFP from a population of
dipoles diverges with increasing population size. Note that for large neuron
densities r, the second term in Equation 6 will dominate even for small corre-
lations cx; see Figure S1.
The calculations for the case with off-center electrodes shown in Figure 7
proceed in an analogous way. The only difference is that the lack of circular
symmetry prevents the simplification into the one-dimensional integral formu-
lation in Equation 6, and two-dimensional integralsmust be performed instead.
Comparison with Simulation Results
The simplified model presented here illustrates that the amplitude of the extra-
cellular compound potential of a population of neurons is essentially deter-
mined by the distance dependence f(r) of the single-cell potentials, the density
r, and the statistics of the synaptic input given by s2x and cx. For simplified cell
morphologies (e.g., current dipoles), the shape function f(r) can be calculated
analytically. In the present study, however, we investigate the compound signal
of a population of neurons with realistic morphologies. To compare the predic-
tions of the simplified model with simulation results, we therefore numerically
evaluate the shape functions f(r) for different morphologies, synapse distribu-
tions, and electrode depths in single-neuron simulations (see Results; Figure 2)
and compute the corresponding functions g0 (R) and g1(R) according to Equa-
tion 7. For known input statistics sx and cx, we can, by means of (6), predict the
compound amplitude sðRÞ for different population sizes R.
As a consequence of our assumption of no synapse-specific temporal
filtering, the synaptic input current xiðtÞ is proportional to the single-cell poten-
tial fiðtÞ. The correlation coefficient cx is therefore identical to the correlation
cf =Et ½fiðtÞfjðtÞ=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Et ½f2i ðtÞEt ½f2j ðtÞ
q
of the potentials fiðtÞ. This would not
hold if the synapse-specific filtering of the input currents was taken into
account (see Tetzlaff et al., 2008), and we will therefore regard the ‘‘input’’
xiðtÞ as the time-dependent part of the single-source potential fiðtÞ rather
than as the total synaptic input current, and replace the correlation coefficient
cx in Equation 6 by the correlation cf between single-cell potentials, i.e.,
sðRÞ=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð1 cfÞg0ðRÞ+ cfg1ðRÞ
q
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currents to potentials is, in a realistic setting (i.e., for frequency dependent
current-density filters), nontrivial. A rigorous mathematical treatment of this
is beyond the scope of this work. Instead, we investigate the current-potential
correlation transfer for different neuron types and synapse distributions
numerically (see Results; Figure 4).
LFP Simulations
Below follows a summary of the numerical simulations based on reconstructed
morphologies. For tables containing model details and parameter values, see
Tables S2–S4.
Population Geometry
Multicompartment neuron models with morphologies from digital cell recon-
structions (see below) were randomly positioned in a cylindrical volume with
radius 1,000 mm. Each population consisted of 10,000 cells with identical
cell morphology but each cell was randomly rotated along the z axis. The
somata of all cells in a population were placed at the same cortical depth,
chosen as the midpoint of the corresponding cortical layer. Layer boundaries
were derived from Stepanyants et al. (2008). The same x and y coordinates
were used for populations of the three different cell types to remove variability
due to the exact cell positioning when comparing different cell types. See
Supplemental Experimental Procedures for details.
Neuron Models and Simulations
We usedmorphological reconstructions of L3 pyramidal, L4 spiny stellate, and
L5 pyramidal neurons (Mainen and Sejnowski, 1996) downloaded from Mod-
elDB (http://senselab.med.yale.edu/modeldb) from which we removed axon
compartments and active conductances (making the models passive). For
passive parameters and details on spatial segmentation, see Supplemental
Experimental Procedures.
Simulations were performed with a time resolution of 0.0625 ms and result-
ing data was stored with a time resolution of 1.0 ms. Simulations were in all
applications run for a time period of 1200 ms were the first 200 ms were
removed before analysis to avoid any upstart effects in the simulations.
Synapse Models, Placement, and Input
Postsynaptic currents (PSCs) were modeled as a-currents triggered by the
arrival of presynaptic input spikes (for details, see Supplemental Experimental
Procedures). For the results shown in Figures 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7, only excitatory
synapses (EPSCs) were used, while both excitatory and inhibitory synapses
(IPSCs) were used in the simulations with laminar-network input (Figure 6;
see below). The amplitude of a single IPSC was four times stronger than an
EPSC. Note: since the neuron models are linear with respect to the amplitude
of current injection, the results will not change with other values of the input
current (as long as the relative values for excitatory and inhibitory synapses
are fixed) except a rescaling of the resulting LFP amplitudes.
Synapses were randomly assigned to compartments within certain cortical
depths determined by the type of synaptic activation (apical/homogeneous/
basal) and cell type (see Figure 2A). These depths were determined by the
soma positions and layer boundaries, as described in the Tables S2–S4. The
probability for a synapse being placed on a specific compartment was propor-
tional to the relative membrane area of that compartment compared to the
total membrane area within the allowed cortical depths, resulting in homoge-
neous synapse densities with respect to the membrane area of the dendrites.
No synapses were placed on the soma.
Distributions and number of synapses onto the dendrites of the neurons
were different in simulations with uncorrelated input spike trains or spike trains
using the common-inputmodel (Figures 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7) than in the simulations
for the laminar network model (Figure 6). See Supplemental Experimental
Procedures for details.
We considered three different types of input spike-train ensembles: uncor-
related stationary Poisson input, correlated stationary Poisson input generated
by a shared-input model, and input from a laminar-network model. Details and
parameters are given in Tables S2–S7.
Calculation of LFP Amplitude and Reach
We computed the unipolar LFP, i.e., LFP recorded with reference to a ground
electrode positioned far way, using the line-source method described by Holt
and Koch (1999) (see also Holt, 1998, for method description). This involves
summing over all transmembrane currents weighted inversely with the870 Neuron 72, 859–872, December 8, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.distance between the recording electrode and the compartments in the
multi-compartment neuron model. The population LFP was computed by first
calculating the contributions from single neurons separately and then
summing over these contributions from all cells within the population. Cells
were assumed to be surrounded by a purely resistive infinite extracellular
medium with conductivity scond = 0.3 S/m. No filtering was applied to the re-
sulting LFP signal.
The amplitude s of the LFP signal from a population was computed through
the variance over time in the 1,000 ms simulation time interval:
s2ðRÞ=Et
h
ðfðtÞ  Et ½fðtÞÞ2
i
(11)
where Et ½, denotes time average and f=
P
fijri<Rgfi is the sum of LFP contri-
butions fi from cells within population radius R. In situations where the LFP
contributions were assumed to be correlated only within a region Rc<R
(Figures 5 and 6), the amplitude sðRÞ was computed from
s2ðRÞ=Et
h
fRc ðtÞ  Et

fRc ðtÞ
	2i
+
X
fijRc<ri<Rg
Et
h
ðfiðtÞ  Et ½fiðtÞÞ2
i
(12)
where fRc =
P
fijri<Rcgfi is the summed LFP signal from cells within radius Rc.
For the results in Figure 6, Rc was set to 0 for the ‘‘uncorrelated’’ networks.
The spatial reach of the LFP was defined as
RhminðfRjsðRÞ=sðRmaxÞ= 0:95gÞ (13)
with Rmax = 1 mm.
Measurement of Synaptic-Current and LFP Correlations
We characterize the level of correlations between total synaptic input currents
xiðtÞ or single-cell LFPs fiðtÞ by the population averaged pairwise correlation
coefficient cx =Ei; jsi ½cijx  with cijx =Covt ½xiðtÞ; xjðtÞ=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Vart ½xiðtÞVart ½xjðtÞ
p
.
Here, xiðtÞ is used as a placeholder for either xiðtÞ or fiðtÞ. The vari-
ances Vart ½xiðtÞ=Et ½xiðtÞ2  Et ½xiðtÞ2 and covariances Covt ½xiðtÞ; xjðtÞ=
Et ½xiðtÞxjðtÞ  Et ½xiðtÞEt ½xjðtÞ are defined as time averages (indicated by the
subscript t). For a homogeneous ensemble of signals xiðtÞ (i = 1;.;N) with
identical variances s2x =Vart ½xiðtÞ (ci), the population averaged correlation
coefficient cx can be obtained from the variance
Vart ½zðtÞ=
XN
i =1
Vart ½xiðtÞ+
XN
i = 1
XN
jsi
Covt ½xiðtÞ; xjðtÞ=s2xðN+N½N 1cxÞ (14)
of the compound signal zðtÞ=PNi =1xiðtÞ and the variance s2x of the individual
signals. In the context of this study, however, the ensemble of signals is not
homogeneous: the variance Vart ½xiðtÞ of the single-cell LFP xiðtÞ=fiðtÞ
systematically depends on the distance of the neuron i from the electrode
tip (see LFP Simulations). We therefore first standardize (homogenize) the indi-
vidual signals, ~xiðtÞ= ðxiðtÞ  Et ½xiðtÞÞ=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Vart ½xiðtÞ
p
, such that Vart ½~xiðtÞ= 1
(ci). Note that this standardization does not change the pairwise correla-
tion coefficients cijx as defined above. From the variance Vart ½~zðtÞ=
N+NðN 1Þcx of the resulting compound signal ~zðtÞ=
PN
i = 1
~xiðtÞ we obtain
the population averaged correlation coefficient
cx =
Vart
h
~zðtÞ
i
 N
NðN 1Þ : (15)
Software
Simulations with reconstructed cells were performed with NEURON (Carne-
vale and Hines, 2006; http://www.neuron.yale.edu) using the supplied Python
interface (Hines et al., 2009). The laminar network of integrate-and-fire neurons
was simulated using NEST (Gewaltig and Diesmann, 2007; http://www.
nest-initiative.org). Data analysis and plotting was done in Python (http://
www.python.org) using the IPython, Numpy, Scipy, Matplotlib, and Neuro-
Tools packages.SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes one figure, seven tables, and Supple-
mental Experimental Procedures and can be found with this article online at
doi:10.1016/j.neuron.2011.11.006.
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